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ABSTRACT

Cervical cancer is an intrusive cancer that imitates various women around the world. Cervical cancer ranks in the
fourth position because of the leading death cause in its premature stages. The cervix which is the lower end of the
vagina that connects the uterus and vagina forms a cancerous tumor very slowly. This pre-mature cancerous tumor
in the cervix is deadly if it cannot be detected in the early stages. So, in this delineated study, the proposed approach
uses federated machine learning with numerous machine learning solvers for the prediction of cervical cancer to
train the weights with varying neurons empowered fuzzed techniques to align the neurons, Internet of Medical
Things (IoMT) to fetch data and blockchain technology for data privacy and models protection from hazardous
attacks. The proposed approach achieves the highest cervical cancer prediction accuracy of 99.26% and a 0.74%
misprediction rate. So, the proposed approach shows the best prediction results of cervical cancer in its early stages
with the help of patient clinical records, and all medical professionals will get beneficial diagnosing approaches
from this study and detect cervical cancer in its early stages which reduce the overall death ratio of women due to
cervical cancer.
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1 Introduction

Invasive cervical cancer affects the innate tissues of the cervix in women. Cervical cancer has
the potential to spread to other regions of the body, such as the lungs, liver, bladder, vagina, and
rectum. Healthy cells in the cervix accumulate changes in their Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) that
cause them to grow, reproduce at a specific rate, and eventually die at a given period. Furthermore, sick
cells’ aberrant mutational processes cause them to proliferate and replicate out of control, amassing
abnormal cells that create a deadly tumor. Bad cells in the cervix affect the initial stages of pregnancy
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and have a direct effect on womb health. Tumor in the cervix causes bad intercourse results and puts
a man’s life in danger too because cervical tumor cells directly affect a man’s genital organ.

Unusual discomfort after sex, vaginal hemorrhage after coitus, between menstruation, after
puberty, or after a gynecological exam, and vaginal bleeding are the most commonly reported
indications of cervical cancer. Many sexual partners, early sexual interaction, sexually transmitted
diseases, a weak immune system, smoking, exposure to anti-miscarriage medicines, and other risk
factors are among the most prominent [1].

The sexually disseminated human papillomavirus (HPV) is important in the genesis of cervix
cancer and venereal herpes. Among the 100 different HPV traumata, HPV-16 and HPV-18 are the
most famous cancer-causing types. Papillary cancer, pelvic cancer, testicular cancer, rectal cancer,
colon cancer, and oral cancer [2] are all caused by the oncogenic strain of HPV [3]. Cervical cancer is
classified into four stages based on its level of spread: Stage 1 only propagates to the lymph nodes, stage
2 propagates outside the vagina and vulva or to the lymph glands, stage 3 propagates to the bottom
section of the vagina or femur along it inhibits the renal pelvis, the tube that connects from bladder to
kidney for urine, and stage 4 propagates outside the femur to organs such as the liver, bones, or spleen
[4]. The HPV vaccination is the simplest way to prevent cervical cancer, contrary to having regular Pap
checks, performing safe sex, evading smoking, and so on [5,6].

Machine learning and deep learning are used for detecting brain tumors, cervical cancer, breast
cancer, COVID-19, identifying physical activity, detecting wind chill, and assessing the cognitive health
of dementia patients [7–11]. It is more productive than conventional detection approaches due to
advancements in the healthcare industry [12–15]. According to medical data issued by Global Cancer
Statistics each year, 493,000 cervical cancer patients have been added, with cervical cancer accounting
for 15% of the total. This illness is most prevalent in impoverished nations, where it has an 83 percent
fatality rate. In African nations, for example, Uganda ranks fifteenth in terms of the greatest frequency
of cervical cancers, with 65 percent of confirmed cases.

Cervical cancer, on either hand, is the most treatable kind if detected early and treated effectively.
The above-mentioned approach takes more effort to analyze the input, and the low-level characteristics
acquired do not provide ideal categorization effectiveness, underlining the shortcomings of learning
algorithms. In terms of generating an enhanced computer-aided testing framework, a machine
learning-based feature-based strategy has significant benefits over all previous cancer detection
algorithms. A machine learning-based method produces cutting-edge results in complex computer
imaging problems [16].

According to present research, most cervical precancerous illness categorization study relies on
individual colposcopy images during acetic acid testing, making cervical cancer difficult to diagnose.
This article focuses on a variety of federated machine learning solvers that may reliably detect the
development of cervical cancer using a given number of factors of potential risk for each woman.
However, when working with an analytic suite to construct a predictor, recall consistency precision,
and accuracy might be a challenge. The primary goals of this study are to improve classification
performance using federated machine learning classification techniques and provide performance, and
analysis of the results based on the main parameters stated in the rapid prediction of cervical cancer
risk factors in early stages.

These are the major objectives that are going to be covered in this study:

• State the implications of previous studies.
• State the research methodology clearly to predict cervical cancer.
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• The proposed methodology uses federated learning and is explained in detail.
• The proposed methodology uses numerous statistical metrics to check the feasibility of the

prediction of the model.

2 Literature Review

Amazing machine learning offers a wide range of applications for cancer diagnosis in all types
of flora and fauna. Currently, a huge variety of machine learning models are presented and used for
certain application fields to accelerate and enhance research.

In [17], the authors employed four dependent variables with 32 independent features for analyzing
and predicting cervical cancer which is the leading cause of death. To incorporate the major symptoms
of cervical cancer they developed a machine learning model including numerous machine learning
algorithms i-e logistic regression, decision tree, ensembled method, and random forest. Their model
achieved the cervical prediction area under the curve with a classification accuracy of 98.56% and their
ensembled method achieved the prediction area under the curve with the help of a synthetic minority
over-sampling technique achieved 98.49%.

The authors [18] studied that the grim spread of cervical cancer is a very solemn matter in
privileged and underprivileged countries due to the lack of health education, health awareness, and
cervical cancer diagnostic facilities. Post-prediction of cervical cancer is very dangerous and leads
to death. So, they used the University of California Irvine (UCI) private cervical cancer dataset for
machine learning algorithms i-e linear regression, decision tree, support vector machine multi-layer
perceptron, and k-nearest neighbors training and prediction diligence. Their model used an adaptive
and improved approach to predict cervical cancer and achieved 83.16% cervical cancer prediction
accuracy. In [19], authors employed the model to explore the different conditions of cervical cancer
in Indonesia. They used clinical data from 38 cervical cancer patients. Their proposed model used
random forest with a combination of training and testing sampling to predict cervical cancer. Their
employees achieved 50% cervical cancer prediction accuracy.

Over the last decade, the most frequent cancer in women’s bodies has received a lot of focus from
research organizations in terms of early identification and treatment. Machine Learning (ML) utilizing
classification methods including Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Decision Trees (DT), Random Forest
(RF), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and Nave-Bayes (NB) is used in this study to diagnose early-
stage cervical cancer using a dataset derived from ICU risk variables [20]. Using train and test
processes, combining various machine learning algorithms in one model exhibited 87.21% cervical
cancer prediction accuracy.

The data set is introduced in this study [21] by questioning 858 patients with a total of 33
variables to do a prediction analysis on cervical cancer eradication. This data set was separated into
two parts: Training and testing. For the right prediction, multiple machine learning approaches with
segmentation such as Multilayer Perceptron, Nave-Bayes, and k-Nearest Neighbor were used. This
algorithm’s performance is evaluated using a confusion matrix and accurately identified cases and
their employed model achieved 95.89% cervical cancer prediction accuracy.

The study [22] classified cervical cancer material from UCI using three types of machine learning
algorithms. To deal with the data set’s imbalance, the suggested model uses the clustering technique
of border rows. According to this study, the XG-Boost and Random Forest techniques perform
exceptionally well in terms of cancer prediction accuracy rates. Because these cancer data contain
numerous missing and partial features, missing attributes must be used with caution. This study
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employed a model that achieved accuracy area under the curve using 5-fold cross-validation 0.97,
0.82, 0.84, 0.79 of Resnet, XG-boost, support vector machine, and random forest, respectively.

Providing a universal model for the prediction of cervical cancer is very problematic due to
computationally and feature-based problems. So, in this study [23], authors proposed a machine
learning technique empowered with a supervised optimization model and classification models. Their
proposed approach achieved an area under a curve of 0.6875.

Prediction of cervical cancer tumors at the pre-mature stage is very complicated. Early screening
does not provide as much better results. So, in this delineated study [24], authors proposed an approach
that used machine learning algorithms to predict the risk factors of cervical cancer. Their proposed
approach used the random forest technique to predict cervical cancer and their model achieved 93.6%
cervical prediction accuracy.

Diagnosing the slow growth of cervix cancer tumors is a problematic and time-consuming process.
Delaying in the diagnosis of cervical cancer leads to death. Authors [25] proposed a machine learning-
based model that used MLP, RF, KNN, DT, Support vector machine (SVM), Logistic regression (LR),
Gradient boosting (GB), and Ada boost algorithms. Their proposed approach of MLP achieved the
best cervical cancer prediction accuracy of 97.4%.

Pap smear testing is a primary screening model for cervical cancer prediction in the early stages.
So, in the study [26], the authors employed a machine learning technique empowered with the Boruta
analysis method which improved RF and SVM challenges. In this study, the main focus is to classify
the risk factors in the early stages so, their proposed approach of SVM achieved 0.8456 precision,
0.812 recall, and Boruta analysis achieved 0.912 precision and 0.891 recall. Ozbay et al. [27] predicted
cervical cancer at a premature level using transfer learning and their proposed model CRI-ResNet-V1
achieved 0.6894 R2. Fan et al. [28] detected cervical cancer using image classification with the help of
conjugated attention mechanism and visual transfer and they achieved a 96.84% positive probability.

Compiling the electronic health records of cervical cancer patients is complicated and in parallel,
it is very challenging to diagnose the risk dynamics of cervical cancer using cervical cancer patients’
electronic health records. So, in this delineated study [29], authors proposed approach used a deep
learning approach of Long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network and RF to classify the risk
factors of the cervical cancer patient with the help of electronic records. So, their proposed model of
RF achieved an area under the curve is 0.70 a year before diagnosing cervical cancer and an area under
the curve of 0.97 a day before.

Table 1 shows the details about previous studies and their limitations so, it depicts that reference
[17] used LR, DT machine learning techniques applied on feature dataset and achieved 98.49% cervical
cancer prediction accuracy and handcrafted features, unbalance classes and data privacy as study
limitation, reference [18] used LR, DT, SVM, MLP and KNN machine learning techniques applied
on feature dataset and achieved 83.16% cervical cancer prediction accuracy and data augmentation,
unbalance classes and data privacy as study limitation, reference [19] used RF machine learning
technique applied on feature dataset and achieved 50% cervical cancer prediction accuracy and
unbalance classes and data privacy as study limitation, reference [20] used MLP, DT, RF, KNN,
NB machine learning techniques applied on feature dataset and achieved 87.21% cervical cancer
prediction accuracy and data augmentation, handcrafted features and data privacy as study limitation,
reference [21] used MLP, KNN, Naïve Bayes machine learning techniques applied on feature dataset
and achieved 95.89% cervical cancer prediction accuracy and unbalance classes and data privacy as
study limitation, reference [24] used RF machine learning technique applied on feature dataset and
achieved 93.6% cervical cancer prediction accuracy and unbalance classes and data privacy as study
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limitation and reference [25] used LR, DT, SVM, MLP, KNN, GB, Ada boost machine learning
techniques applied on feature dataset and achieved 97.4% cervical cancer prediction accuracy and
unbalance classes and data privacy as study limitation. As far as the proposed study highlights the
limitations of previous studies but in parallel, there are minor advantages of these studies these studies
help the proposed model in finding out the best features for cervical cancer prediction and also help
to find the best statistical parameters.

Table 1: Limitations of previous studies

Study Model Dataset Type Accuracy (%) Limitation

[17] LR, DT Feature Cervical cancer 98.49 Handcrafted features,
Unbalance classes,
data privacy

[18] LR, DT, SVM,
MLP, KNN

Feature Cervical cancer 83.16 Unbalance classes,
data augmentation,
data privacy

[19] RF Feature Cervical cancer 50 Unbalance instances,
data privacy

[20] MLP, DT, RF,
KNN, Naïve
Bayes

Feature Cervical cancer 87.21 Data augmentation,
handcrafted features,
data privacy

[21] MLP, Naïve
Bayes, KNN

Feature Cervical cancer 95.89 Data privacy,
unbalanced instances

[24] RF Feature Cervical cancer 93.6 Data privacy,
unbalanced classes

[25] LR, DT, SVM,
MLP, KNN,
GB, Ada boost

Feature Cervical cancer 97.4 Unbalance instances,
data privacy

So, the major contributions of this study are given below to overcome the previous studies’
limitations:

• Applied federated machine learning techniques to get precise cervical cancer prediction results.
• The proposed approach uses IoMT to gather data from numerous patients.
• The proposed approach uses data augmentation techniques to overcome the unbalanced

instance limitations.
• In this delineated study, the proposed approach uses a blockchain technology layer and access

management approach to protect the patient’s data from hazardous attacks and trained model
privacy, to check the accuracy the proposed study applied numerous statistical formulas to
calculate the model accuracy.

3 Proposed Methodology

In this study, the primary goal is to develop the federated machine learning technique using
fuzzed neurons empowered with IoMT for patient data collection and the proposed study ensures
the protection and privacy of patient data and the federated machine learning model. So, with the
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expansion of technology artificial intelligence plays a foremost role in medical analysis to predict
cancer risk factors. To predict cervical cancer, the proposed model uses a federated machine learning
technique with numerous solvers to predict the cervical cancer risk factors in the early stages. Fig. 1
shows the proposed model of cervical cancer prediction in its early stages. It depicts that the proposed
model consists of five major sections (i) the data collection section empowered with IoMT (ii) the data
pre-processing section (iii) the blockchain-empowered security section (iv) the training section (v) the
testing section. In the first section, the proposed model uses IoMT to collect clinical data of numerous
cervical cancerous patients and non-cancerous patients including their all-cervical cancer diagnosing
reports. In the second section, the proposed model applies numerous data augmentation techniques
to overcome the unbalanced instances limitation and make balanced data for further processing, right
after data augmentation the proposed model applies data cleaning techniques including mean, median,
and mode to remove the null values from data and also the proposed model remove the duplicate
instances to make patient’s data better for training, at the end of data pre-processing section the
proposed model stores pre-processed data in blockchain empowered security for data privacy and
protection.

Figure 1: The proposed model for the prediction of cervical cancer using federated machine learning
empowered with IoMT and Blockchain technology
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In the fourth section, the proposed model divides the data into 80% for training sessions and 20%
for testing sessions and feature extraction, the proposed model uses regression technique and then
starts the model training process using machine learning solvers including Bayesian Regularization
(BR), Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG), and Levenberg Marquardt (LM). All machine learning
models import data from a private blockchain network and start training their weights with the varying
number of neurons of each solver, after training checks the models, and performance using learning
criteria, and if the learning criteria match the threshold, then move to tune the neurons and tune the
neurons at the max of all models using matrix techniques which are described below to train models.
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Eqs. (1)–(4) show the addition of weights of input hidden layers at the kth number of weights. All
the above equations represent the weighted inputs and aggregation of weights.

RF_IH = max(rlm, rbr, rscg) (5)

CF_IH = max(clm, cbr, cscg) (6)

Eqs. (5) and (6) calculate the maximum number of weights from all three models to start the
process of addition.

W 1
PIH = zeros (R1, CF_IH − C1) (7)
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W 2
PIH = zeros (R2, CF_IH − C2) (8)

WL
PIH = zeros (RL, CF_IH − CL) (9)

Eqs. (7) to (9) put zeros in blank columns to perform a smooth addition process without any
minimal error.

W lmp_ih = horzcat (W 1
PIH , W 1

IH) (10a)

W brp_ih = horzcat (W 2
PIH , W 2

IH) (10b)

W scgp_ih = horzcat (WL
PIH , Wk

IH) (10c)

Eqs. (10a)–(10c) concatenate the weights of the input hidden layer horizontally of all models.
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Eqs. (11) to (14) show the addition of weights of hidden output layers at the kth number of weights.

RF_OH = max(rlm, rbr, rscg) (15)

CF_OH = max(clm, cbr, cscg) (16)
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Eqs. (15) and (16) calculate the maximum number of weights from all three models from the output
is the hidden layer to start the process of addition.

W 1
PHO = zeros (CF_OH − C1, R1) (17)

W 2
PHO = zeros (CF_OH − C2, R2) (18)

Eqs. (17) and (18) put zeros in blank columns to perform a smooth addition process without
minimal error.

WL
PHO = zeros (CF_OH − CL, RL) (19)

W lmp_oh = horzcat (W 1
PHO, W 1

IH) (20)

W brp_oh = horzcat (W 2
PHO, W 2

IH) (21)

W scgp_oh = horzcat (WL
PHO, Wk

IH) (22)

Eqs. (20) to (22) concatenate the weights of the output hidden layer horizontally of all models.

W fml_ih = 2 W lmp_ih + W brp_ih + 0.5 W scgp_ih (23)

W fml_oh = 2 W lmp_oh + W brp_oh + 0.5 W scgp_oh (24)

After the neuron tuning trained weights of models are sent to the federated machine learning
section and get the federated average learning model pseudocode which is mentioned below, after
the federated average check the performance of the federated machine learning model, if the model
meets the output threshold, then stores in private blockchain network otherwise retrain all weights
including neurons. Table 2 represents the federated machine learning server-side algorithm and Table 3
represents the federated machine learning client-side algorithm.

Table 2: Federated machine learning server algorithm

Server Algorithm

1. Initialize W fml_ih & W fml_oh (read unknown data)
2. For each cycle k from I to K do
3. Sk ← (random set of clients from η )
4. for each client l ∈ Sk parallels do
5. [Wk

FML_IH , Wk
FML_HO] ← Client Training (p, W fml_ih, W fml_oh)

6. end for
7. endfor
8. Calculate the average using Eq. (23)
9. Calculate the average using Eq. (24)
10. end
predict the values at unknown patterns
Put the optimum weight values of Wk

FML_IH , & Wk
FML_HO

And predict the values at unknown patterns

11. ϑj = 1

1 + e−(b1+∑m
i=1

(
gk

G, fml∗αi

)
)

where j = 1, 2, 3 . . . n

(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Server Algorithm

The output layer activation function is given below

12. ϑk = 1

1 + e−(b2+∑n
j=1

(
gk

G, fml∗ϑj

) where k = 1, 2, 3 . . . r

Table 3: Federated machine learning server algorithm

Client Training Algorithm (P, g, h)

1. Start
2. Split local data to mini-batches of size S
3. Initialization of both layer weights (W fml_ih & W fml_oh), Error (E) = 0 and the number of epochs £
= 0
4. For each training pattern r

a. do the feedforward phase to
i. calculate ϑj

ii calculate ϑk

b. Calculate the output and hidden layer erroneous values.
c. Use Eqs. (30) and (31).
d. tune weights gjk and hij (backpropagation of errors).

5. δ = δ + 1
6. If no stopping requirements are fulfilled, proceed to step 4.
7. Return optimum local trained model weights W fml_ih and W fml_oh to Server
Stop

Each client in the proposed model has input, output, and hidden layers. As shown algorithm,
the first step in the backpropagation algorithm is to initialize the weights, forward propagation,
backpropagation of error, and update of weights and bias. A Sigmoid activation function is present in
every neuron in the hidden layer. The proposed study can be written as

E = 1
2

∑
k

(χk − ϑk)
2 (25)

Backpropagation error is represented by the above equation, where χk & ϑk denote the expected
and anticipated outputs, respectively.

The variation in weight for the output layer is stated in Eq. (26) as

ΔW fml_ih ∝ − ∂E
∂W fml_ih

ΔW fml_oh = −℘
∂E

∂W fml_oh

(26)
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After applying the Chain rule method, above equation can be written as

ΔW fml_oh = −℘
∂E
∂ϑk

× ∂ϑk

∂W fml_oh

(27)

The value of weight altered can be derived by swapping the values in Eq. (18), as shown in Eq. (28)

ΔW fml_oh = ℘ (χk − ϑk) × ϑk(1 − ϑk) × (
ϑj

)
ΔW fml_oh = ℘Υkϑj (28)

where,

Υk = (χk − ϑk) × ϑk (1 − ϑk)

For updating the weights between the input and hidden layers, use the chain rule.

ΔWfml_ih ∝ −
[∑

k

∂E
∂ϑk

× ∂ϑk

∂ϑj

]
× ∂ϑj

∂Wfml_ih

ΔWfml_ih = −℘

[∑
k

∂E
∂ϑk

× ∂ϑk

∂ϑj

]
× ∂ϑj

∂Wfml_ih

In the above equation, ℘ represents the constant,

ΔWfml_ih = ℘

[∑
k

(τk − ϑk) × ϑk (1 − ϑk) × (Wfml_oh)

]
× ϑk (1 − ϑk) × αi

ΔWfml_ih = ℘

[∑
k

(τk − ϑk) × ϑk (1 − ϑk) × (Wfml_oh)

]
× ϑj

(
1 − ϑj

) × αi

ΔWfml_ih = ℘

[∑
k

Υk (Wfml_oh)

]
× ϑj

(
1 − ϑj

) × αi

After simplifying the equation, it may be expressed as follows:

ΔWfml_ih = εξjαi (29)

where,

Υj =
[∑

k

Υk (Wfml_oh)

]
× ϑj(1 − ϑj)

W k
FML_HO = Wfml_oh + λΔWfml_oh (30)

The weights between the output and hidden layers are adjusted using the above equation. The
weights between the input and hidden layers are updated using the equation below:

W k
FML_IH = Wfml_ih + λΔWfml_ih (31)

In the fifth section, the proposed model collects testing data from patients using IoMT for smooth
processing and applies data preprocessing techniques including data augmentation, removing null
values, excluding data redundancy, and then storing in a private blockchain layer network or model
can directly access data from the patient by their mobile phone or smartwatch using the global trained
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model. For the testing layer, put an access management lock, if the testing section wants to import the
trained model and patient testing data, it has to pass the access management lock and then start the
testing process. In the testing process, after the import of federated machine learning trained model
by the patient and testing data, it applies testing if the proposed model found any cervical cancer risk
factor, then it will take immediate steps and call the hospital or physician and if not then patient free
to go home. Server training and client training algorithms are described as empowered with the fuzzed
neurons technique.

4 Dataset

The proposed model uses UCI [30] cervical cancer risk factors data including a total of 858 samples
of cervical cancer and normal patients. The proposed model applied different preprocessing techniques
to remove redundant entries and check the correlation between the variables. All independent variables
have ranges in the form of integers and Boolean (0 for No and 1 for Yes). The dataset includes female
patients’ histories with 32 variables. Table 4 shows some samples of cervical cancer data.

Table 4: Cervical cancer dataset description

Variable Range Variable Range Variable Range

Sex partners 1–15 (int) First-sex
intercourse (age)

12–40 (int) Pregnancies 1–9 (int)

Smoking 0–1 (bool) Smoking (years) 0–40 (int) Smoking packs
per year

0–40 (int)

Hormonal
prophylactic

0–15 (int) Vaginal condyloma
acuminata

0–1 (bool) Genital HSV 0–1 (bool)

Human
immunodefi-
ciency
virus

0–1 (bool) Acquired immune
deficiency
syndrome

0–1 (bool) Human
papillomavirus

0–1 (bool)

5 Simulation Results

For simulation purposes, the proposed approach used MacBook Pro (Macintosh) 2017, MAT-
LAB 2022, 16 GB random access memory, and a 512 GB solid-state drive with an internal graphics
processing unit. The proposed model employed a federated machine learning technique using Bayesian
regularization, stochastic descent moment, and Levenberg Marquardt. The proposed model uses
1350 cervical cancer patient samples and divides these samples 80% into training and 20% samples
for testing purposes. To measure the performance of cervical cancer prediction using federated
machine learning the proposed model employed numerous statistical parameters [31] including,
Misclassification rate (MCR), Cervical cancer prediction accuracy (CCPA), Cervical cancer prediction
sensitivity (CCPSen), Cervical cancer prediction specificity (CCPSpe), Cervical cancer prediction F1-
score (CCPF1), Cervical cancer positive predicted value (CCPPV), Cervical cancer negative predicted
value (CCNPV), Cervical cancer false positive rate (CCFPR), Cervical cancer false-negative rate
(CCFNR), Cervical cancer likelihood positive ratio (CCLPR), Cervical cancer likelihood negative
ratio (CCLNR) and Cervical cancer Fowlkes-Mallows index (CCFMI). The proposed approach of
cervical cancer prediction using federated machine learning obtained results � signifies true negative
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predicted results, ξ signifies false-negative predicted results, � signifies false-positive predicted results,
and I signifies true positive predicted results.

CCPA = I + �

I + � + � + ξ
∗ 100 (32)

MCR = 100 − I + �

I + � + � + ξ
∗ 100 (33)

CCPSen = I

I + ξ
∗ 100 (34)

CCPSpe = �

� + �
∗ 100 (35)

CCPF1 = 2I
2I + � + ξ

∗ 100 (36)

CCPPV = I

I + �
∗ 100 (37)

CCNPV = �

� + ξ
∗ 100 (38)

CCFPR = 100 − �

� + ξ
∗ 100 (39)

CCFNR = 100 − I

I + ξ
∗ 100 (40)

CCLPR = I

I + ξ
∗ 100/100 − �

� + �
∗ 100 (41)

CCLNR = 100 − I

I + ξ
∗ 100/

�

� + �
∗ 100 (42)

CCFMI =
√

I

I + �
∗ 100 ∗ I

I + ξ
∗ 100 (43)

Fig. 2 shows the training progress of all machine learning models so, Fig. 2a shows the training
progress of Bayesian regularization and it achieves 100% training accuracy with 1 ∗ target + 6.4e-08
output. As training shows Bayesian regularization performs a very smooth training process with no
outlier. Fig. 2b shows the training progress of Levenberg Marquardt and it achieves 97.41% training
accuracy with 0.83 ∗ target + 0.012 output but this proposed model training is not smooth as Bayesian
regularization shows some outliers in both predicted classes. Fig. 2c shows the training progress of the
Scaled conjugate gradient and it achieves 98.60% training accuracy with 0.84 ∗ target + 0.0073 output
and this model shows miner outliers of both predicted classes of cervical risk factors and normal
samples.

Table 5 shows the comparative training progress of all machine learning solvers it depicts that
Bayesian regularization trains the model at 42 neurons and achieves 100% CCPA with 3.47137e-11
mean square error, Levenberg Marquardt trains the model at 42 neurons and achieves 97.41% CCPA
with 1.11552e-2 mean square error and scaled conjugate gradient train the model at 30 neurons and
achieves 98.60% CCPA with 1.79423e-2 mean square error. So, the comparative training study shows
that Bayesian regularization achieves the highest training accuracy as compared with all other models.
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Figure 2: (a) shows the training progress of Bayesian regularization (b) shows the training progress of
Levenberg Marquardt (c) shows the training progress of scaled conjugate gradient

Table 5: Comparative training progress of all machine learning algorithms

Model Neurons Mean square error CCPA (%)

Bayesian regularization 42 3.47137e-11 100
Levenberg marquardt 42 1.11552e-2 97.41
Scaled conjugate
gradient

30 1.79423e-2 98.60

Table 6 shows the training results of federated machine learning, it depicts that the proposed
model for cervical cancer prediction achieves 99.72% CCPA with fuzzed neurons at max 42% and
0.35% MCR. Federated machine learning fuzzed Bayesian regularization, Levenberg Marquardt, and
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scaled conjugate gradient for training and federated machine learning performed very well with fuzzed
neurons technique.

Table 6: Federated machine learning training results

Model Neurons CCPA (%) MCR (%)

Federated machine
learning

Fuzzed neurons at max
42

99.72 0.28

Table 7 demonstrates the training confusion matrix of the proposed approach using federated
machine learning, it depicts that the proposed model predicts 1000 cervix cancer females and 77 normal
females. Also, the proposed model predicts 3 females’ wrong classes of cervical cancer and normal.

Table 7: Training confusion matrix of the proposed model

Instances (1080) Cervical cancer Normal

Cervical cancer 1000 2
Normal 1 77

Table 8 shows the testing confusion matrix of the proposed model using federated machine
learning, it depicts that the proposed model predicts 250 cervix cancer females and 18 normal females.
Also, the proposed model predicts 2 females’ wrong classes of cervical cancer and normal. Table 9
shows all parametric cervical cancer testing results of federated machine learning. So, the proposed
model of federated machine learning during cervical cancer testing achieves 99.26%, 0.74%, 99.60%,
99.74%, 99.60%, 99.60%, 94.74%, 5.26%, 0.40%, 18.92%, 0.00%, 99.60% of CCPA, MCR, CCPSen,
CCPSpe, CCPF1, CCPPV, CCNPV, CCFPR, CCFNR, CCLPR, CCLNR, and CCFMI, respectively.

Table 8: Testing confusion matrix of the proposed model

Instances (270) Cervical cancer Normal

Cervical cancer 250 1
Normal 1 18

Table 9: Statistical parameter results of the proposed model

CCPA (%) MCR (%) CCPSen (%) CCPSpe (%) CCPF1 CCPPV (%)

99.26 0.74 99.60 94.74 99.60 99.60

CCNPV (%) CCFPR (%) CCFNR (%) CCLPR (%) CCLNR (%) CCFMI (%)

94.74 5.26 0.40 18.92 0.00 99.60

Table 10 demonstrations the comparative study of the proposed research with previous researches,
it depicts that [17] used LR, DT machine learning techniques applied on feature dataset and achieved
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98.49% cervical cancer prediction accuracy and they did not used IoMT and blockchain technology,
[18] used LR, DT, SVM, MLP and KNN machine learning techniques applied on feature dataset
and achieved 83.16% cervical cancer prediction accuracy and they did not used IoMT and blockchain
technology, reference [20] used MLP, DT, RF, KNN, Naïve Bayes machine learning techniques applied
on feature dataset and achieved 87.21% cervical cancer prediction accuracy and they did not used
IoMT and blockchain technology, reference [21] used MLP, KNN, Naïve Bayes machine learning
techniques applied on feature dataset and achieved 95.89% cervical cancer prediction accuracy and
they did not used IoMT and blockchain technology, reference [24] used RF machine learning technique
applied on feature dataset and achieved 93.6% cervical cancer prediction accuracy and they did not
used IoMT and blockchain technology, reference [25] used LR, DT, SVM, MLP, KNN, GB, Ada
boost machine learning techniques applied on feature dataset and achieved 97.4% cervical cancer
prediction accuracy and they did not used IoMT and blockchain technology and the proposed
mode uses federated machine learning technique with Bayesian regularization, Levenberg Marquardt
and scaled conjugate gradient apply on feature dataset and achieves 99.26% CCPA which is higher
than all previous researches and the proposed model uses IoMT technology for better and fast
collection of patient samples, private blockchain technology network for patient data privacy and
trained model protection from hazardous attacks. The primary role played in CCPA improvement
has federated machine learning techniques with numerous data preprocessing techniques like data
augmentation, etc.

Table 10: Comparative analysis of the proposed model with previous studies

Study Model Dataset Type Accuracy
(%)

Blockchain
technology

IoMT

[17] LR, DT Feature Cervical
cancer

98.49 No No

[18] LR, DT, SVM,
MLP, KNN

Feature Cervical
cancer

83.16 No No

[20] MLP, DT, RF,
KNN, Naïve Bayes

Feature Cervical
cancer

87.21 No No

[21] MLP, Naïve Bayes,
KNN

Feature Cervical
cancer

95.89 No No

[24] RF Feature Cervical
cancer

93.6 No No

[25] LR, DT, SVM,
MLP, KNN, GB,
Ada boost

Feature Cervical
cancer

97.4 No No

The proposed
model

Federated machine
learning (Bayesian
regularization,
Levenberg
Marquardt, Scaled
conjugate gradient)

Feature Cervical
cancer

99.26 Yes Yes
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The proposed model surpasses existing models by delivering superior prediction accuracy at both
the prototype level and demonstrating ethical considerations such as data security. In the case of
federated learning, it ensures patient training data remains confidential, sharing only the trained
weights for subsequent predictions. The proposed prototype is used by professional doctors to get
more precise results and apply medication on time.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In the current period, cervical cancer is a deadly disease that causes numerous deaths in its early
stages. Diagnosing cervical cancer using female clinical records manually or by the physician is a very
lengthy and entail process. In artificial intelligence, machine learning and deep learning techniques
have colossal competence to develop the diagnostic and prognostic cancer risk factors applications that
can do proper early cervical cancer detection and give proper initial treatment by expert physicians.
So, in this delineated study, the proposed approach uses a federated machine learning technique with
Bayesian regularization, Levenberg Marquardt, and scaled conjugate gradient empowered with IoMT
for patient sample collection and blockchain technology to provides a private security layer for data
security and trained model security. Also, the proposed model has numerous data augmentation, data
cleaning, and data redundant techniques which cause the model to better performance. The proposed
model uses numerous statistical parameters to measure the cervical cancer risk factors prediction
performance and it achieves 99.26% CCPA and 0.74% MCR with fuzzed neurons technique which
is far better results as compared with previous studies. The proposed model provides an optimal
approach to predicting cervical cancer risk dynamics in the early stages. The regression technique
helps to choose the best features and the augment technique helps to balance the classes which is
beneficial to get accurate results. The proposed model prototype will be used by professional doctors
to get precise and fast results with the ethical consent of the concerned patient. So, this study will be
expanded by using fuzzed transfer learning techniques and fuzzed instances techniques to get more
precise results to predict cervical cancer risk dynamics. This study will use fussed data techniques
to gather and combine them to get more accurate cancer prediction results. Furthermore, this study
will apply to big datasets that will be collected from Pakistan hospitals and use ensemble federated
learning techniques. Furthermore, this study helps other medical diagnoses like breast cancer in terms
of detection and data privacy due to federated machine learning.
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